ABSTRACT

What is the phallus? Feminism and psychoanalysis orbit around this question and enter its abyss through castration, gender, and normativity. This paper suggests that ‘phallic relation’ is an alibi for ontology—it is the way the human orients and positions Being within the world. The phallus, then, structures and organizes what Heidegger would call “care” (guarding Being). By examining the lynching of Claude Neal and the torture of Abner Louima, I argue that anti-blackness displaces black genitalia and relegates it to an unthinkable zone of existence without Being.
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ABSTRACT

With the advent of the sub-field Black Male Studies, it is necessary to develop new concepts and a new paradigmatic foundation for analyzing Black men outside of myth and popular misandrist trends. Black males require a radical break from convention in order to be perceived more accurately, and highlights the value of Black men from myriad class experiences, and outlines the origins and the nigh-omnipresent nature of cultural and institutional anti-Black misandry.
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